
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA )
)

v. )
) No. 1:12-cr-00130-CKK-1

HOWARD L. BROOKS, )
)

Defendant. )
)

DEFENDANT HOWARD L. BROOKS’ SENTENCING MEMORANDUM

Howard L. Brooks will appear before this honorable Court for sentencing on October 10,

2012, having pled guilty to a single-count Information alleging making a materially false

statement in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1001. Through undersigned counsel, Mr. Brooks submits

this Memorandum in support of a sentence of one year of probation, two hundred hours of

community service, and no fine. Such a sentence is “sufficient, but not greater than necessary,”

to achieve the purposes of sentencing. 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(2). Mr. Brooks accepts full

responsibility for his actions, and understands the serious nature of the crime he has committed.

This Memorandum explains why a sentence of probation is just and appropriate punishment for

Mr. Brooks, based on his personal history, the nature and circumstances of his offense, the

availability of the sentence of probation, the sentencing guidelines calculations, and the need to

avoid unwarranted disparities with similarly situated defendants. It also explains why the

requested sentence will satisfy the purposes of sentencing articulated by Congress.
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ARGUMENT

I. A SENTENCE OF PROBATION IS WARRANTED UNDER 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a).

A district court “shall impose a sentence sufficient, but not greater than necessary, to

comply with the purposes set forth in paragraph (2),” which are “the need for the sentence

imposed—

(A) to reflect the seriousness of the offense, to promote respect for the law,
and to provide just punishment for the offense;

(B) to afford adequate deterrence to criminal conduct;
(C) to protect the public from further crimes of the defendant; and
(D) to provide the defendant with needed educational or vocational training,

medical care, or other correctional treatment in the most effective
manner.”

18 U.S.C. § 3553(a) & (a)(2). In devising a sentence compliant with the “overarching provision

instructing sentencing courts to ‘impose a sentence that is sufficient but not greater than

necessary’ to accomplish the goals of sentencing,” Kimbrough v. United States, 552 U.S. 85, 101

(2007); see also Pepper v. United States, 131 S. Ct. 1229, 1242 (2011), a district court must also

consider the nature and circumstances of the offense and the history and characteristics of the

defendant, 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(1), the kinds of sentences available, 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(3), the

sentencing guidelines and policy statements, 18 U.S.C. §§ 3553(a)(4) & (a)(5), the need to avoid

unwarranted sentence disparities among defendants with similar records who have been found

guilty of similar conduct, 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(6), and the need to make restitution to any victims

of the offense, 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(7). See also United States v. Booker, 543 U.S. 220, 245-46,

259-60 (2005). The Supreme Court repeatedly has made clear that the range prescribed by the

now-advisory Guidelines is but one of the sentencing court’s considerations – “a starting point

and initial benchmark” – and that the court must weigh all relevant Section 3553(a) factors to

“make an individualized assessment based on the facts presented.” See Gall v. United States,
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552 U.S. 38, 50-52 (2007); Pepper, 131 S.Ct. at 1242-43.

A. Mr. Brooks’ Personal History and Characteristics, and the Nature and
Circumstances of the Offense (18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(1)).

Section 3553(a)(1) provides a “broad command to consider ‘the nature and circumstances

of the offense and the history and characteristics of the defendant.’ ” Gall, 552 U.S. at 50 n.6.

The command is consistent with the Supreme Court’s observation that “the punishment should

fit the offender and not merely the crime.” Pepper, 131 S. Ct. at 1240, citing Williams v. New

York, 337 U.S. 241, 247 (1949). It is similarly consistent with Congress’ express directive that

“[n]o limitation shall be placed on the information” a sentencing court may consider “concerning

the [defendant’s] background, character, and conduct.” Id., citing 18 U.S.C. § 3661. Given Mr.

Brooks’ personal history and characteristics, and the nature of his offense, probation is an

appropriate sentence.

1. Mr. Brooks’ Personal History and Characteristics

Mr. Brooks was born in rural South Boston, Virginia in 1948. He moved to Washington,

D.C. at the age of 12 and has lived in the metropolitan area ever since. Mr. Brooks served in the

Army for one year until medical issues caused an honorable discharge from service. Lacking

higher education and possessing no specific training, Mr. Brooks nevertheless proceeded to rise

through the ranks at two iconic American businesses, and then became a successful and

accomplished entrepreneur, founding several successful businesses. He joined IBM in 1969, and

worked his way up from a grounds engineer all the way to senior sales representative.

After an 11-year tenure at IBM, he became a federal branch manager at Xerox

Corporation. In 1989, he launched his own business, Techmar Inc., which focused on the lottery

and transportation industries. Mr. Brooks also launched two imaging services that served the

radiology department at the former Greater Southeast Community Hospital in Washington, D.C.
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Born to humble roots, he is the epitome of a self-made American success story.

Mr. Brooks became known as a successful entrepreneur among his peers. But among

those close to him, he is known as a man who has spent a lifetime helping others around him.

The letters of support written on his behalf, attached to this Memorandum as Exhibits 2-18,

reveal a man defined by selflessness, charity, and a fierce devotion to helping others in his

community. The most common praise for Mr. Brooks comes from those who have witnessed

and/or benefitted firsthand from his extraordinary generosity, including an unlimited willingness

to give his talent, time, and resources to those in need. One friend states that Mr. Brooks has

altered lives by adhering to three principles – “help the homeless, advise the young, and assist

those in need.” See Ex. 2 (R. Austin). The attached letters show he has done exactly that. Mr.

Brooks paid for his friends’ and family’s education when they could not otherwise afford it. See

Ex. 7 (G. Goad). Other writers talk about the many times they witnessed Mr. Brooks give

generous cash gifts to homeless people on the street or to other needy strangers, including giving

a $100 bill one day to a beggar on the street, see Ex. 2 (R. Austin), or giving rent money to a

stranger who Mr. Brooks saw being evicted from her house, see Ex. 16 (L. Turner).

Mr. Brooks’ compassion goes beyond money – he has always played an emotionally

supportive role in the lives of those close to him. In this regard, Mr. Brooks is the epitome of a

“father figure” not only to his two sons, but to countless individuals outside his immediate

family. Friends count on him for emotional and spiritual counseling on all matters of life, see

Ex. 2 (R. Austin), Ex. 6 (H. Brooks, Jr.), Ex. 7 (G. Goad), Ex. 15 (B. Spady). In times of crisis,

especially when there is a death in the family, friends know they can count on him. See Ex. 5 (L.

and J. Beverly). Some of them think of him as their own father. See Ex. 15 (B. Spady). He has

always focused on mentoring young African-American men in his community in need of a strong
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and positive male presence in their lives, see Ex. 8 (A. Gray), Ex. 10 (D. Johnson) and has

consistently sponsored youth sports programs in Washington, D.C. See Ex. 3 (S. Austin). He

also pays extra special attention to the elderly, visiting people he knows who are confined to

nursing homes – “He does not just go for an hour or so, but will spend the whole day.” See Ex.

11 (W. and A. Madison). Community has always been important to Mr. Brooks and he has spent

considerable time and resources giving support to his church community. This includes giving

generously to allow church youth to attend religious retreats, see Ex. 9 (L. Green), chaperoning

events where the Church provided temporary shelter to the homeless, and making regular

contributions of both time and money to his church community.

Mr. Brooks’ family depends on him for guidance, counseling and emotional support. Just

as he is a strong presence in the lives of others, he is also a central figure in his immediate and

extended family. See Ex. 14 (L. Manning). He is one of the primary care givers to his aunt,

Mary Oliver, who suffers from debilitating Alzheimer’s disease and resides in a Washington,

D.C. nursing home. See Ex. 10 (D. Johnson), Ex. 16 (L. Turner). To this day, Mr. Brooks visits

her every week and is her primary link to the outside world. His persistent devotion to his

relatives was best evidenced by the many years he spent trying to rescue his brother from a drug

addiction. Mr. Brooks “arranged jobs, housing, and treatment in years-long efforts to free his

brother from the grip of his addiction.” See Ex. 17 (M. Walden), Ex. 18 (C. Walden). Mr.

Brooks’ tireless efforts to save his brother demonstrated his selfless character and his devotion to

family. His son, Howard, confirms that Mr. Brooks was not “just a role model for his children,

but to many.” As a father, Mr. Brooks taught his children the value of education, the necessity of

hard work, and the importance of family relationships. See Ex. 6 (H. Brooks, Jr.). Finally, Mr.

Brooks takes care of his wife, Sharon, who suffered a stroke in March of 2011 and who has
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noted that her husband has always cared for her and has been there for her since she got sick.

PSR ¶ 53.

2. The Nature and Circumstances of the Offense

(a) Acceptance of Responsibility

The crime Mr. Brooks committed is serious. He takes complete responsibility for his

actions. Mr. Brooks initially denied having any role in providing the secret payments to

Sulaimon Brown that enabled Mr. Brown to stay in the 2010 mayoral race. Mr. Brooks

acknowledges that he delivered those payments, that he lied to federal investigators about them,

and that his actions were wrong. He admits that this was a critical lapse in judgment on his part

and a personal failure for which he is solely and completely responsible.

Mr. Brooks understands that his false statements could have initially hindered the federal

investigation of the diversion of campaign funds to the personal and campaign accounts of Mr.

Brown. At the same time, it is also crystal clear that Mr. Brooks’ subsequent and ongoing

cooperation with federal authorities has provided substantial assistance in furthering the

investigation and prosecution of illegal activities. We have submitted an Exhibit under seal

which provides the Court with an overview of Mr. Brooks’ assistance to date. See Ex. 19 (filed

under seal). The Exhibit demonstrates the herculean efforts Mr. Brooks has made to mitigate or

eliminate the potential negative impact of his initial false statements.

Mr. Brooks also recognizes the negative impact his actions have had within his own

community. As discussed above, Mr. Brooks has been a role model to many, especially to his

sons and other young African American males. One of the values he taught them was honesty.

So Mr. Brooks is particularly embarrassed about having made these false statements. He
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recognizes that lying betrayed what he tried to demonstrate as a father and a mentor, and

contradicted the shining example he had been. He hopes that his public acceptance of

responsibility, and his cooperation with the federal authorities, will allow him to begin the

process of correcting those errors.

(b) Nature of the Offense

Mr. Brooks also understands the serious impact of his actions throughout Washington,

D.C. The 2010 mayoral race was an important political moment for the city. As outlined in his

Statement of the Offense, Mr. Brooks provided Mr. Brown with $660 so that Brown could pay

personal and campaign expenses. Statement of the Offense at 2-4. The intent of these payments

was to keep Mr. Brown in the mayoral race at a time when Mr. Brown was publicly criticizing

then-Mayor Adrian Fenty, the most significant opponent to the Gray campaign. Mr. Brooks also

wrote false names on money orders purchased with campaign funds in an effort to conceal the

Gray campaign’s use of excessive donations, including contributions to Mr. Brown’s campaign.

While Mr. Brooks acknowledges that his actions were wrong and illegal, we hope the

Court will put his actions into context. It is clear that Mr. Brooks was not the mastermind behind

the idea to provide this funding to Mr. Brown. As noted in Mr. Brooks’ Statement of the

Offense, “Brooks was instructed to make these payments to Brown.” Statement of the Offense

at 2. These instructions came from the upper echelons of the Gray campaign, and certainly from

above Mr. Brooks’ rank. To be sure, Mr. Brooks willingly carried out this assignment – and

actually provided personal funds to Mr. Brown1 – so there is no excusing his conduct.

Nevertheless, it is important to note that Mr. Brooks was an unpaid volunteer until the last few

1 Mr. Brown also received blank money orders and cash from Mr. Brooks. Mr. Brown wrote false names on some
of them before depositing them in his campaign account and falsely reporting these as legitimate campaign
donations.
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weeks of the Gray primary campaign. He took direction from the top level campaign staff, and

served as their liaison to volunteers. While Mr. Brooks played an important role in the

campaign, he was not the “big fish” in the campaign or in the subsequent investigation.

Finally, we ask the Court to completely distinguish the amounts Mr. Brooks provided to

Mr. Brown from the $653,800 that a “shadow campaign” secretly used to support the 2010 Gray

campaign.2 Although Mr. Brooks played a role in providing campaign funds to Mr. Brown, it

should not be assumed that Mr. Brooks played a role in these unrelated, illegal campaign

activities. We hope the Court will not blur Mr. Brooks’ activities with these unrelated matters,

as there is no evidence in the record nor any suggestion that Mr. Brooks had anything to do with

the illegal shadow campaign.

B. The Requested Sentence is Statutorily Authorized (18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(3))

A sentence of probation is not precluded by any statute or by the sentencing guidelines

themselves. Because the offense of conviction is not a Class A or B felony, Mr. Brooks is

eligible to receive probation, 18 U.S.C. § 3561(a), a substantial punishment in its own right.

Gall, 552 U.S. at 595-96. A sentence of probation would be consistent with Congress’ directive

that “sentencing decisions should be designed to ensure that prison resources are, first and

foremost, reserved for those violent and serious offenders who pose the most dangerous threat to

society,” Pub. L. No. 98-473, § 239, 98 Stat. 1987, 2039 (1984) (set forth at 18 U.S.C. § 3551

note).

2 On July 10, 2012, Eugenia “Jeanne” Clarke Harris pled guilty before this Court to charges of conspiracy and false
statements. United States v. Harris, No. 12-cr-0156 (D.D.C. 2012). She participated in providing alleged secret
funds in support of Vincent Gray’s mayoral campaign. Id., Statement of Offense at 5-6. The secret money bought
about 10,000 yard signs, 6,500 t-shirts, 200 umbrellas, 1,500 signs, 6,000 cardboard posters, 120,000 door hangers,
computers, banners, canvassers, consultants, vans and hotels. Id. at 6-8. Many of the materials had Gray campaign
logos and all were used in support of the campaign.
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C. The Guidelines Calculation (18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(4) & (5))

Pursuant to the plea agreement, Mr. Brooks’ total offense level is 4 and his advisory

guidelines range is 0-6 months. This calculation is based upon a base offense level of 6 for the

false statement conviction, and a downward adjustment for acceptance of responsibility (-2

levels) pursuant to USSG § 3E1.1(a). Mr. Brooks, a first time offender with a criminal history

score of zero, falls under criminal history category I, which leads to a sentencing guidelines

range of 0-6 months. This is the calculation reflected in the plea agreement reached between Mr.

Brooks and the government, and the United States probation office agrees with this calculation.

D. The Need to Avoid Unwarranted Disparities (18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(6))

The requested sentence of probation would not create a disparity, much less an

unwarranted disparity, among defendants with similar records who have been found guilty of

similar conduct. 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(6). Conversely, a sentence providing for any length of jail

time would create an unwarranted disparity with similarly situated defendants. A review of

sentences handed down over the past six years to defendants convicted of false statement charges

demonstrates that defendants similarly situated to Mr. Brooks are rarely, if ever, sentenced to

incarceration in the District of Columbia. See Table 1, infra. As these cases show, it would be

nearly unprecedented since 2006 for someone convicted in the District of Columbia of a single

count of making a false statement, without any loss amount and/or restitution resulting from the

offense conduct, to be sentenced to incarceration rather than to an alternative form of

punishment.
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TABLE 1

Single Count False Statement Convictions under 18 U.S.C. 1001
with Probation Sentences in the District of Columbia since 2006

Case Number Date Sentence Months Guidelines
Range

(months)

Restitution Judge

U.S. v.
Polozola

11-cr-374 3/26/12 Probation 24 0-6 None Wilkins

U.S. v.
Mahler

09-cr-266 11/3/11 Probation 24 0-6 None Lamberth

U.S. v.
Odom

11-cr-226 10/12/11 Probation 36 0-6 $15,180 Boasberg

U.S. v.
Chase

11-cr-214 10/6/11 Probation 36 18-24 $131,101.87 Boasberg

U.S. v.
Rodney

11-cr-38 7/22/11 Probation 24 0-6 None Sullivan

U.S. v.
Snapper

10-cr-325 6/29/11 Probation 36 10-16 None Friedman

U.S. v.
Lerch

10-cr-264 6/16/11 Probation 24 0-6 None Sullivan

U.S. v. El-
Gamal

10-cr-129 5/16/11 Probation 24 0-6 None Kollar-
Kotelly

U.S. v.
Jurgensen

10-cr-279 3/14/11 Probation 24 0-6 $11,758.00 Collyer

U.S. v.
Shim

09-cr-262 12/19/10 Probation 60 6-12 None Walton

U.S. v.
Lieb

10-cr-144 10/7/10 Probation 24 0-6 None Walton

U.S. v.
Liner

10-cr-26 8/20/10 Probation 60 10-16 $68,461.20 Kennedy

U.S. v.
Bazan

09-cr-368 7/9/10 Probation 24 0-6 None Friedman

U.S. v.
Hanson

09-cr-
71(2)

2/3/10 Probation 24 0-6 None Friedman

U.S. v.
Stadd

09-cr-65 11/6/09 Probation 36 6-12 None Collyer

U.S. v.
Watkins

09-cr-52 7/23/09 Probation 36 0-6 None Sullivan

U.S. v.
Walton

08-cr-199 11/14/08 Probation 24 12-18 None Sullivan

U.S. v.
Quinn

05-cr-18 11/7/08 Probation 18 0-6 None Bates

U.S. v.
Payton

08-cr-153 9/15/08 Probation 12 0-6 None Kollar-
Kotelly
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U.S. v.
Behringer

07-cr-164 5/2/08 Probation 12 unavailable None Huvelle

U.S. v.
Sharpstene

07-cr-165 4/30/08 Probation 12 0-6 None Huvelle

U.S. v. Yi 07-cr-285 3/7/08 Probation 36 0-6 None Lamberth

U.S. v.
Collier

07-cr-
182(1)

1/30/08 Probation 60 12-18 None Lamberth

U.S. v.
Price

07-cr-
182(2)

1/30/08 Probation 60 0-6 None Lamberth

U.S. v.
Zolik

06-cr-320 12/18/07 Probation 12 0-6 None Sullivan

U.S. v.
Boucher

06-cr-62 3/30/07 Probation 12 0-6 None Collyer

U.S. v.
Peters

06-cr-301 3/21/07 Probation 24 0-6 None Sullivan

U.S. v.
Tatum

06-cr-112 7/27/06 Probation 12 0-6 None Bates

Seven of the cases cited in Table 1 involved defendants with guidelines ranges above

Zone A (i.e. even higher than the 0-6 range calculated for Mr. Brooks) who still received

sentences of probation. This underscores the fact that probation is an appropriate sentence for

Mr. Brooks’ conduct.

By comparison, a review of court records in the District of Columbia since 2006 showed

only nine defendants convicted of false statements alone who were sentenced to incarceration.

See Table 2, infra. None of these defendants had an offense level in Zone A of the guidelines,

where a “straight” sentence of probation is available. The defendants below apparently received

sentences of incarceration based on either a significant loss amount or another aggravating factor

that created a higher guidelines calculation.
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TABLE 2

False Statement Convictions under 18 U.S.C. 1001
with Sentences of Incarceration in the District of Columbia since 2006

Case Number Date Sentence Term Guidelines
Range

Restitution Judge

U.S. v.
Marchand

12-cr-67 6/19/12 Prison 3 months 18-24 $192,071.00 Wilkins

U.S. v.
Dusablon

11-cr-359 4/13/12 Prison 90 days 12-18 $70,899.00 Walton

U.S. v.
Mimbella

11-cr-196 1/17/12 Prison 6 months 33-41 $496,869.00 Jackson

U.S. v.
Hughes

09-cr-240 12/20/11 Prison 30 days 18-24 $442,330.00 Collyer

U.S. v.
Roach

11-cr-206 10/24/11 Prison 18
months

10-163 $99,157.46 Jackson

U.S. v.
Webb

11-cr-49 7/28/11 Prison 4 months 12-18 $73,293.63 Roberts

U.S. v.
Fitzgerald

11-cr-17 6/10/11 Prison 90 days 12-18 $106,711.81 Walton

U.S. v.
Domico

09-cr-280 4/6/10 Prison 5 months 10-16 $69,611.12 Roberts

U.S. v.
Weeks

09-cr-33 6/1/09 Prison 5 months 10-16 $101,180.48 Friedman

As discussed more fully in Section I-A(2)(a), infra, Mr. Brooks acknowledges the serious

nature of his actions, accepts full responsibility for his misconduct, and does not suggest that

what he did should be excused, condoned, or minimized. Yet he has pled guilty to conduct that,

though deserving of criminal punishment, does not necessitate a sentence of incarceration. Mr.

Brooks’ conduct, material false statements to government investigators, can be compared to

many of the defendants listed in Table 1, infra, all of whom received probation. See Statement

of Facts in Support of Guilty Plea, United States v. El-Gamal, No. 10-cr-0129 (D.D.C. Feb. 14,

2011) (defendant made material false statements to government agents investigating his

3 The Statement of Reasons explaining the Court’s apparent upward departure from the sentencing guidelines is not
available for public review.
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company for potential export violations); Statement of the Offense, United States v. Mahler, No.

09-cr-0266 (D.D.C. Jan. 8, 2010) (attorney made material false statements to investigators from

Securities and Exchange Commission denying she had participated in illegal trading activity);

Statement of Offense, United States v. Shim, No. 09-cr-0262 (D.D.C. Nov. 3, 2009) (Federal

Bureau of Investigation agent submitted materially false statements involving sham

reimbursement requests for lodging expenses); Factual Basis for Plea, United States v. Yi, No.

07-cr-285 (D.D.C. Nov. 20, 2007) (Department of Defense employee submitted false statements

on confidential financial disclosure report).

The circumstances of Mr. Brooks’ offense have been magnified because his acts

transpired in the highly public arena of mayoral politics, but the underlying conduct at issue does

not warrant a disparity from the sentences imposed on the similarly situated defendants in Table

1, supra. Furthermore, Mr. Brooks has cooperated extensively with the government in its

investigation, providing invaluable assistance and information. See Ex. 19 (filed under seal).

This valuable cooperation also underscores the fact Mr. Brooks is deserving of probation, and

that a sentence of incarceration for any time period would constitute an unwarranted disparity

with similarly situated defendants.

E. The Requested Sentence Is Sufficient, But Not Greater than Necessary, to Satisfy
the Purposes of Punishment (18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(2))

A sentence of probation plus community service will achieve retributive justice, and is

sufficient, but not greater than necessary, to satisfy the purposes of punishment as articulated in

18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(2). Specifically, the punishment reflects the seriousness of the offense,

promotes respect for the law, and provides just punishment for the offense; it affords adequate

deterrence; and, it protects the public from further crimes of the defendant.
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Mr. Brooks is a non-violent, first-time offender, with a respected record of positive

contributions to his community. See Section I-A(1), supra. He has fully accepted responsibility

for his conduct, having pled guilty pre-indictment, and he has expressed genuine remorse. See

Ex. 1. Mr. Brooks has demonstrated respect for the law by complying with the terms of his

release, cooperating fully with law enforcement, and providing significant substantial assistance

in the government’s ongoing investigations. See Ex. 19 (filed under seal). The stigma of a

federal felony and the highly publicized nature of Mr. Brooks’ guilty plea constitute substantial

punishment for Mr. Brooks, as he has suffered public humiliation and intense media scrutiny as a

result of his actions. He has already been subjected to embarrassment and shame in front of his

family, friends, and acquaintances amid rampant media speculation about the larger investigation

into the mayoral campaign of 2010. Along with a sentence of probation and community service,

this degree of humiliation achieves retributive justice that fits the crime.

With regard to deterrence, the requested punishment is an adequate and appropriate

penalty that will serve the purpose of deterring Mr. Brooks from breaking the law again. The

highly publicized nature of these proceedings also serves as a unique and significant deterrent to

others who may consider committing similar crimes in the future. Mr. Brooks has been shaken

to the core by the events that have unfolded over the past 18 months. As his statement to the

Court suggests, not only is he genuinely remorseful about his misconduct, he is determined to

make a positive example of himself so that others in his community can learn from his mistakes.

See Ex. 1.

Research in this field demonstrates that, for federal white collar offenders like Mr.

Brooks, probation achieves the same deterrent effect as incarceration. David Weisburd, et al.,

Specific Deterrence in a Sample of Offenders Convicted of White Collar Crimes, 33 Criminology
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587 (1995); Zvi D. Gabbay, Exploring the Limits of the Restorative Justice Paradigm:

Restorative Justice and White Collar Crime, 8 Cardozo J. Conflict Resol. 421, 448-49 (2007)

(“[T]here is no decisive evidence to support the conclusion that harsh sentences actually have a

general and specific deterrent effect on potential white-collar offenders.”). In this case, it is the

certainty of punishment, not the severity of punishment, that will deter. See Andrew von Hirsch,

et al., Criminal Deterrence and Sentence Severity: An Analysis of Recent Research (1999)

(“[T]he studies reviewed do not provide a basis for inferring that increasing the severity of

sentences generally is capable of enhancing deterrent effects.”).

With regard to protecting the public, Mr. Brooks poses no danger to society that would

require his incarceration. For all Criminal History Category I male offenders, the recidivism rate

is 15.2%. But for those who share Mr. Brooks’ traits, it is far lower. Studies show that offenders

fitting Mr. Brooks’ profile are extremely unlikely to recidivate. Measuring Recidivism: The

Criminal History Computation of the Federal Sentencing Guidelines, U.S. Sentencing

Commission (2004), at 10-14 & Exs. 10-12 (very low recidivism rates are associated with

offenders who have no criminal history points, had stable employment in the year prior to arrest,

are married, have attained higher educational levels, have no history of illicit drug use, and are

sentenced under the theft/fraud guidelines). A sentence of imprisonment is thus unnecessary to

protect society in this case.

Finally, as confirmed by the Presentence Report, a sentence of imprisonment is not

necessary to provide Mr. Brooks “with needed educational or vocational training, medical care,

or other correctional treatment in the most effective manner,” 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(2)(iv).
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CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Mr. Brooks respectfully requests that the Court impose

a sentence of one year of probation that includes 200 hours of community service, and no

fine.

Respectfully submitted,

_____________/s/______________
Glenn F. Ivey (Bar No. 414331)
Gilead I. Light (Bar No. 980839)
VENABLE LLP
575 7th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
(202) 344-4000
gfivey@venable.com
gilight@venable.com

DATE: September 10, 2012
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 10th day of September, 2012, I electronically filed the

foregoing with the Clerk of Court using the CM/ECF system, which will send a notification of

such filing to the following:

Ellen Chubin Epstein, Esq.
Judiciary Center
555 Fourth St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20530
Attorney for the United States

_____________/s/_______________
Gilead I. Light
Venable LLP
575 7th St. NW
Washington, DC 20004
202-344-4000
gilight@venable.com
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